The women's tennis team played four tough matches during the week of Oct. 11. They were 2-2, bringing their overall record to a formidable 8-2. MIT lost the first two matches to Smith College and Brandeis University, but were determined to get a win and were victorious against Middlebury and Wheaton colleges.

Frederica Turner '95 turned in a stalwart performance against Smith, losing 3-6, 2-6. Captain Valerie Tan '94 played a vigorous match but was repeatedly overcome, 5-7, 1-6. Carey Matsuzaki '95 showed true dominance as she took a 6-4, 6-1 win. Patience served well for Hana Ohkawa '94, as she decimated her opponent 6-2, 6-2.

In doubles, Janet Chen '94 and Nicole Mitchell '94 were solid as a rock and won 6-1, 6-4. Monica Gupta '94 and Miranda Fan '94 suffered a respectable loss, 6-7, 1-6. The team of Ohkawa and Matsuzaki played the heartbreaker-thescreamer to determine the winner of their match. Although they showed tremendous excitement and near-psychic teamwork, they were overcome, 4-8, by an excellent Smith doubles team as a spectacular show-down, giving Smith the overall 4-3 victory.

At Brandeis, MIT put in yet another valiant but losing effort, bowing to Brandeis 2-4. Turner took a tough loss, 3-6, 1-6, while Tan gave a gallant performance, losing 4-6, 2-6. Matsuzaki took a tough loss, 3-6, 1-6. Ohkawa picked herself up and looked back and won 6-7 (4), 6-3, 2-6. Ohkawa and Matsuzaki lost 0-8 to Middlebury and Wheaton 6-3 and 4-2, respectively.

Although the doubles team of Ohkawa and Matsuzaki lost 0-8 to Middlebury, Turner and Tan, and Mitchell and Chen claimed domi-rectory victories, 6-3 and 8-4, respectively.

In singles play, MIT showed the meaning of true toughness as Tan, Matsuzaki and Ohkawa all won grueling come-from-behind three-set matches. Turner gave up and won 6-4, 7-6 (3), 6-1. Matsuzaki struggled in the first set, but never looked back and won 6-7 (6), 6-3, 6-4. Ohkawa picked herself up and was victorious 6-7, 6-5 (5), 6-3. Chen bulldozed her opponent 6-1, 6-4. Turner came up short on a close effort, 6-2, 5-7, while Rams- sath put up a tenacious battle but lost 1-6, 5-7. In exhibition singles, Staci Jenkins '97 took a gutsy defeat 2-6, 5-7.

Against Wheaton, MIT showed its superiority by claiming three of the four singles and one of the two doubles matches. Matsuzaki crushed her opponent 6-1, 6-1, while Chen showed true éminence yet again by taking a 6-0, 6-1 win. Ohkawa was involved in quite a clash, but managed to capture a win, 6-3, 5-7, 6-1. Mitchell and Lily Koo '97 played brilliantly and took 6-4, 6-4 wins.

MIT will play Brandeis and Smith again in the New England Women's Tournament and hopes to repeat history by becoming the champions again. But prior to that, the women hope to put in tough, energetic performance at the New England Women's Intercollegiate Tennis Tournament starting Oct. 22 to be held at Amherst College.

TOP TEN MOST CLUELESS PEOPLE ON EARTH

10. Rainforest chainsaw operator.
8. Drivers with turn signal permanently on.
7. Las Vegas lounge acts.
6. Unregistered voters.
5. Frozen dinner enthusiasts.
3. Someone in express checkout line with eleven items.
2. Chain-smoking gas station attendant.
1. Drug users.

PARTNERSHIP FOR A DRUG-FREE AMERICA
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